
SCS Orientation Information 

THE FIRST DAY 

 Please bring a change of clothes and shoes to be kept at school. (Please put in a big ziplock and
label.)

 We encourage you to apply Bug Spray and Sunscreen daily. You are welcome to leave the products
in the cubbies.

 If in diapers, one package of diapers (labeled please) and one box of wipes.
 A "Lovie" to keep in the cubbie or with child as needed.
 Goodbyes: please make them quick*!* "Have fun! I love you. I will be back soon." Give a kiss and a

hug. See if you can do it all in 10 seconds or less! Especially if your little one has some anxiety!
Please know if your child does not adapt and engage within an appropriate period of time SCS will
call you. We do not want any child to have a negative experience…some may need extra time to
become comfortable with school. Lingering WILL cause more anxiety & confusion...for your child
and/or others.

CLASS ROUTINE 

 For drop-off …Blue Room will use the side entrance along the front sidewalk. Purple Room will use
the playground or back patio for inclement weather. Drop-off may be 8:55-9:15. Late drop must
call/email for staff to make arrangements.

 Drop off your child to their teacher.  Parents are NOT permitted inside the school.
 There may be some separation anxieties. Your child will adjust to this separation much faster if

they are given a consistent and predictable routine.
 All children will be taken one at a time to the bathroom during Potty time and/or when needed.

They will have the choice of sitting on the potty during diaper changes. Please let us know if your
child is potty training/ potty trained and what we can do to help.

 For pick-up…Purple Room will use the side entrance along the front sidewalk. Blue Room will use
the playground or back patio for inclement weather.  Pick-up will be at 12:00 or 2:00 for Stay and
Play.

THEMES/ACTIVITES 

We will send a newsletter home, approximately every 2 weeks, sharing the themes/topics of 
education. This will vary but can include: descriptions of classroom activities; words to songs 
and finger plays; and/or activities to try at home or when you are out and about. 

EXPECTATIONS 

 In the classroom we expect a little of everything: pushing, hitting, grabbing and other such
attempts at communication.

 We always state the expected behavior, sometimes practice that expected behavior or possibly
just redirect to another activity. This will depend on the child and what else is going on in the
room. Examples: "Hands are for stacking the blocks; let's see how many you can stack." "We sit
at the table when we eat" while redirecting back to the table. "Sally was playing with that train,
let's give it back and find another one."

 We will work on sharing with toys/activities that have a lot of the same… blocks, play- dough,
duplos, shape boxes, etc.

 As they progress, we will work on asking for a turn and/or trading a similar toy for the one he/she
wants. If these attempts do not work we practice, "In 5 minutes it will be Sally’s turn to use
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the grocery cart". 
 We do not use time outs, but we may have a child go to the book center for some alone time and

sit just to give them time to regroup.

BIRTHDAYS 

 The birthday boy or girl will have the opportunity to make a special hat to wear.
 We will provide a special snack, please no outside treats.

MISCELLANEOUS 

 Please be sure to wash hands ASAP after pick-up. This is the single most effective thing
we can all do to help keep us well.

 We teach the children to cough into their elbow or into their arm; this also will lessen
the spread of germs.

 Your child learns through their environment and play…they WILL get dirty…send your
children to school in PLAY clothes and shoes.

Please know ALL SCS staff is here to provide the highest 
quality of education and care to your children. Do not 

hesitate to ask questions or share ideas! 

Please contact us at 
SunriseChildrensSchool@gmail.com 
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